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1 Central Vigilance Commission and Engineers India Limited (EIL) jointly organized a

workshop on “E-Procurement and Reverse Auction” on July 26, 2012 in New Delhi.

The workshop was inaugurated by Shri Pradeep Kumar, Central Vigilance

Commissioner and presided over by Shri A.K. Purwaha, Chairman & Managing Director,

EIL. Shri K.D. Tripathi, Secretary, CVC, Chief Technical Examiners Shri Anil Singhal

and Shri Ramesh Chandra, Sh. S. K. Singh, Chief Vigilance Officer, EIL and dignitaries

from various Public Sector organisations were present

2 Speaking on the occasion, Shri Pradeep Kumar emphasized the need for leveraging

technology for enhancing the efficiency & effectiveness of procurement processes.

CVC had taken a number of initiatives for enlightening Government organizations and

other stakeholders with respect to the importance and benefits to be derived from e-

tendering procedures. The Commission had been advocating leveraging of technology

to bring about greater transparency in all aspects of decision making in public service.

While there cannot be any perfect substitute for integrity and honesty of the

personnel involved in the decision making process, use of e-procurement and reverse

auction methods provide an effective tool towards addressing many concerns such as

cartel formation, tampering of bids, manipulations/mistakes in bids, etc. CVC added

that while E-procurement was being promoted as an important reform measure, there

was a considerable knowledge gap among public officials with regard to its modalities

and the risks involved. He emphasized the need for capacity building and bridging the

knowledge gap.

3 Sh. A. K. Purwaha , CMD, EIL said that EIL had been successfully carrying out E-

Tendering and Reverse Auction in various projects. E-procurement had a strong

impact in reducing the time cycle & cost of procurement for the Company.

The workshop was attended by more than 60 participants from 16 major stakeholders

from various CPSEs and Govt. of India departments who shared their experience.

Faculty members from Indian Railways, Department of Information Technology,

ONGC, IOCL and EIL made presentations at the workshop. The Valedictory Session was

chaired by Shri R. Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner.
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Zonal Review Meeting of the Commission  of the Defense Sector held  on 

18/07/2012  at Bangalore 

1. The Central Vigilance Commission Act, 2003 provides for

the constitution of the Commission with the purpose of

enquiring or to have enquired into offences committed under

the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988, by specified

categories of public servants. Section-8 of the Act spells out

the functions and powers of the Commission. One of the

functions of the CVC is to exercise superintendence over the

vigilance administration of the various Ministries of the

Central Government or Corporations established by or under

any Central Act, Government companies, societies and local

authorities owned or controlled by that Government.

The Central Vigilance Commission exercises this function through the Chief Vigilance

Officer (CVO) of the concerned organization who acts as the extended arm of the

Commission in the given organization.

2. The CVO of the organization is mandated to exercise duties and responsibilities of

vigilance administration on behalf of the Commission. The CVOs in-turn are supervised

by the Commission in the discharge of their duties and responsibilities.

3. In exercise of its function of superintendence over vigilance administration, the CVC

constantly monitors the functioning of the CVOs through monthly reports, annual

performance assessments and through sectoral and zonal meetings convened by the

Commission at regular intervals. During the sectoral and zonal meetings , the

problems faced by Vigilance, initiatives taken by the CVOs to fight corruption in their

Departments along with the vulnerabilities and loopholes in the functioning of the

organization are addressed. In these meetings, the Commission advises, inter alia,

workshops and seminars to be conducted in the useful areas of reverse auction,

e-procurement, etc, so as customize their usage on a wider scale in order to minimize

corruption across organizations.



Zonal Review Meetings of the Commission
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Zonal Review Meeting of the Commission with the CVOs of the Social Sector 
held on 11/07/2012  at Central Vigilance Commission, New Delhi

Zonal Review Meeting of the Commission with the CVOs of the Revenue & 

Transport Sector held on 27/07/2012  at Central Vigilance Commission, 

New Delhi

Zonal Review Meeting of the Commission with the CVOs of the Coal Sector held 

on 08/08/2012  at Central Vigilance Commission, New Delhi

Zonal Review Meeting of the Commission with the CVOs of the  Banking Sector-

II held on 01/08/2012  at Jaipur



Vigilance Concepts
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1 In order to ensure the involvement of stakeholders, make employees responsive to the

expectations of the public and to end unethical practices in governance, participative Vigilance

was promoted as a key factor by the Commission during Vigilance Awareness Week in 2011.

2 Participative Vigilance evoked a lot of discussion and debate. Queries were raised about its

exact scope and the difference it makes to the known concepts of punitive and preventive

vigilance. While eternal Vigilance is the prime requirement for citizens to enjoy their freedom,

stakeholder participation is the key to eternal vigilance. Vigilance takes many hues when it is

practised, such as- punitive, preventive, proactive, predictive and participative. All these types

have to be brought into play if the Nation has to achieve zero tolerance towards corruption. In

order to bring home the fine distinction between various Vigilance concepts and strategies as

they are put into practice, the following Table showing the different steps in tackling road

accidents and burglaries helps to understand the concept of the five facets of Vigilance better.

Measures to contain road accidents Measures to contain 
burglaries

Punitive Measures identify the driver responsible and punish the 
driver

identify the burglar responsible
and prosecute him

Preventive Measures mandate requirements of Driving license, age
limits for driving, fitness certificate and road
worthiness of the vehicles, insurance cover etc.

use a good lock for the house
doors, keep valuables in a safe
deposit locker etc

Proactive Measures tighten enforcement, better road engineering,
education of road users etc

organize patrolling,
surveillance, Keep records such
as History sheets, Village crime
Note books, etc

Predictive Measures use breathalyser for testing drunken driving,
accident spots being marked with cautionary
signs

CCTV with video analytics,
surveillance of offenders on
parole etc

Participative Measures concept of Designated driver who does not drink
during a party so that others can be safely driven
home, civilian traffic warden, Road safety weeks

Neighborhood watch schemes,
Community policing etc

R. Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner, CVC

Punitive Vigilance Preventive 
Vigilance

Proactive Vigilance Predictive  
Vigilance

Participative  
Vigilance

Identify the 
corrupt, collect 
evidence, take 
disciplinary or 
criminal action,
punish the guilty, 
follow up till appeal 
stages are 
complete and 
sentence is served .

Have a separate 
vigilance machinery 
to conduct 
Investigations, 
improve systems 
and procedures, 
have Assets 
declaration of 
employees, 
frequent and 
surprise Inspection 
etc.

Bring in more 
transparency/witness 
protection programs, 
leverage technology 
and have E-
procurement, periodic 
reviews etc., Lists of 
officers of doubtful 
integrity.

Introduce 
professional 
project 
management 
techniques with 
Business 
Analytical tools, 
to identify points 
and places of 
corruption, 
Agreed lists, job 
rotations. 

Crowd Sourcing, 
Not one I.O. but a 
team of 
investigators and 
prosecutors to 
handle the case,
vigilance awareness 
week, 
whistleblower 
program.



Guidelines for submitting Quarterly Progress Report(QPR) to the CTE‟s 

Organisation of the Commission
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1 While submitting the QPR to the CTE‟s Organization the following points may be kept in

mind:

a) the cost of the work relates to the accepted/tendered value of the work and not the

estimated cost.

b) if the work has been entrusted by one Ministry/Deptt/Undertaking of the Central Govt.

of execution, it may be included in the return to be submitted by the executing

Organization and also in the return of concerned Ministry/Department/Undertaking of

the Central Government entrusting the work to such executing organization.

c) the return should be submitted only in the prescribed form of the Commission

d) the location of the work must be indicated.

e) use of abbreviations which are not known to a common man should be avoided.

f) mechanical (including air-conditioning), Electronics & Telecommunication engineering

works may be treated as “Electrical Works” and mining excavation, transportation and

marine works and other engineering works may be treated as “Civil Works” for the

purpose of reporting to the CTE‟s Organization.

g) the purchase of ready-built properties, materials and stores, if not purchased on

DGS&D approved rates or at the rates approved by any other Govt. agency, may also be

treated as works for the purchase of inclusion in the Quarterly Progress Reports.

However, cases in which the supplier is a Central Govt. Department or Central Govt.

Undertakings need not be included.

h) some Departments have set-up Civil Wings for execution of their Civil Works, While

each Civil Wing submitted QPRs with regard to the works being executed by them,

other works being executed through contractors or other agencies are not being

reported to the CTE. Such works should also be reported to the CTE‟s organization by

the concerned departments.

i) all works undertaken by the Organization whether in India or outside India should be

included in the QPRs.

j) QPRs should be sent to the CTE‟s organization every quarter even if the information is

nil.

k) all works in progress, contracts awarded, and the works completed during the quarter

should be included in the QPRs. In respect of works completed during the relevant

quarter, the actual date of completion should be indicated.

2 As per CVC Circular dated 30.7.12, the threshold value of submission of QPR has been

revised as follows, in supersession of the Commission‟s earlier guidelines on the subject:-

Category-I:

a) Civil Works Rs. 5 Crores & above

b) Turnkey Works Contracts

c) Stores & Purchase

d) PPP-Public Private Partnership [Cost/Revenue values]

e) Sales of Goods/Scrap/Land

Category-II

f) Electrical/Mechanical works/Maintenance Service Rs.1 Crore & above

contracts including Electronics/Instrumentation/

Telecommunication/Manpower Supply, etc.

g) Medical Equipment Rs.50 lakhs & above

h) Consultancy contracts Rs.1 Crore & above

Category-III

i) Horticulture Works Rs.10 lakhs & above

j) Supply of Medicines 4 Largest Value Contracts



Implementation of the Commission’s Advice
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1. The Central Vigilance Commission is an independent statutory body

constituted vide CVC Act, 2003, inter-alia to tender advice to organizations falling

in its jurisdiction as per section-8(1)(g) of the Act and to exercise superintendence

over the vigilance administration of these organizations. These organizations are

required to place before the Commission all facts, documents records relating to

the cases falling in its jurisdiction for advice. On receipt of such cases and

related documents, the Commission examines the cases in an objective manner

and after a well-reasoned appreciation of facts and circumstances of the case and

related records, tenders well considered advice to the organizations concerned.

Across the years, the Commission has noted that in a majority of cases the advice

of the Commission has been accepted and acted upon in accordance with the

same. However, it has noted with concern that in some cases where the officers

involved in Vigilance Cases fall under the jurisdiction of the Commission, the

consultation mechanism with the Commission has not been adhered to and also

the advice of the Commission has not been accepted. There have also been

instances where the advice of the Commission has been diluted considerably

without approaching the Commission for reconsideration in this regard. The

Commission takes a serious view of such cases of non compliance and non

consultation with CVC.

2. Cases of non-compliance and “selective approach”:

Cases of “selective approach” are those cases where the organizations falling

under the jurisdiction of the CVC failed to seek the Commission‟s advice in

vigilance related matters. Unwillingness on the part of organizations to accept the

Commission's advice against some officers are also considered cases of selective

approach. Such failure or unwillingness, as the case may be, prima-facie, would

seem to be an attempt to favour/disfavour certain officers which undoubtedly

reflects adversely on the credibility of vigilance administration of the organization

concerned, weakens objectivity and impartiality of the system. Whenever, such

cases come to the notice of the Commission, its concern is conveyed to the

organization concerned.

****************************

A seminar was organized by FICCI FLO ladies recently on

Face to Face with the Government, aimed towards bridging

the gap between citizens‟ expectations and the government‟s

delivery. Shri R. Sri Kumar, Vigilance Commissioner, Central

Vigilance Commission, among others, participated in a an

open interaction on road safety and corruption. On the issue

of corruption, Shri Sri Kumar said that each one of us has to

act in the fight against corruption. He spoke in detail about

the CVC‟s VIG EYE programme – a citizen-centric initiative

whereby people could SMS or e-mail any complaint of graft

against a government official on the CVC‟s website.

FICCI  Seminar on Face to Face with the Government  

****************************



Rajasekharan, CVO, United India Insurance Company Limited

About Case Studies
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2. An Insured person reported damage to his vehicle due to a collision with a Third Party

(TP) Vehicle, who he claimed was in the wrong. I advised him to lodge an FIR since a TP

vehicle was involved. On his request, the definition of a TP was given by me, by way of an

example: i.e., -1st Party-the Insurance Company, 2nd Party-the Insured, 3rd Party-Everybody

else other than 1st and the 2nd Party. Regarding the necessity of an FIR I explained that if

my vehicle was damaged/dashed against my own wall and had caused damage, there was no

TP involved and therefore, there was no need for filing an FIR. But if my vehicle had dashed

against any TP Vehicle or Property, as had happened in this case, there was need for an FIR

so as to launch Police Investigation to determine negligence. The insured person seemed

convinced and left the office. He, however, returned 3 days later, with claim papers and

photographs for processing his claim. To my surprise, the photograph submitted was of a

vehicle which had dashed and damaged a wall. When asked about the change in version

regarding cause of accident, he replied, that I had told him that there was no need for an

FIR if my vehicle had dashed and damaged my own wall. I had to eat humble pie but only for

a moment. I flashed a Spot Photo of the accident, which had been obtained by way of

abundant precaution. Result – the Insured did not get his claim and his misery was

compounded by the self damaged wall.

3. In another case brought to my notice, a struggling cashier who was unable to reconcile

the Daily Cash/Cheque Balance was advised by a senior colleague to adjust the unreconciled

amount against the Advance Premium Deposit of a major client, who had conducted a lot of

transactions with the company over many years and which were not being monitored

scrupulously. Later on the cashier under pressure for finance, took the advice given by the

senior colleague, to malevolent ends by misappropriating cash and thereafter adjusting the

same to Advance Premium Deposit Account of the major client. The client‟s account was

poorer by nearly a few lakhs before the cashier was caught and action taken. Result –

cashier lost the job.

I leave it to my fellow CVOs and Readers of „VIGEYE VANI‟ to answer the Hamletian

Dilemma, - to case study or not !

*************************

1. After having taken charge as Chief Vigilance Officer in a sister

Insurance Company, I utillised a number of opportunities to interact and

also address Staff, wherein numerous requests for presenting Case

Studies, for the better understanding of Preventive Vigilance were raised.

I have taken these requests with a pinch of salt and have resisted the

temptation „To Case Study or Not‟. My attempts at explaining /clarifying

certain matters in the past boomeranged, as will be evident in the

following two case studies.

No legacy is so rich as honesty. 

William Shakespeare

Honesty is the best image. 

Tom Wilson.

Level with your child by being honest. Nobody spots a phony 

quicker than a child. 

Mary MacCracken



Preliminary Investigation

My patriotism is not an exclusive thing. It is all

embracing and I should reject that patriotism which

sought to mount the distress, or exploitation, of other

nationalities.

Performance of one’s duties should be independent

of public opinion.
------Mahatma Gandhi

CENTRAL VIGILANCE COMMISSION
Satarkta Bhawan, Block-A, GPO Complex

INA, New Delhi-110023

Visit us at : www.cvc.nic.in, www.cvc.gov.in

Read the online copy of  Vigeye Vani on 

the CVC Website.
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Source of information about malpractice/corruption/misconduct
Complaints

audit reports

Departmental inspections and stock verifications

reports of Parliamentary Committees

press reports

proceedings of Parliament

scrutiny of annual property returns

scrutiny of transactions reported under conduct rules

Preliminary Investigation
a decision to be taken whether the allegations contained in the complaint is to be investigated,

i.e. if there is any verifiable, vigilance aspect, etc.

investigation to be ordered when allegations relate to:

misconduct other than criminal offence.

(investigation of criminal offence to be referred to CBI etc.).

breach of orders/rules/procedures.

investigating Officer is required to submit its report to the Disciplinary Authority.

all the records/evidence/statements to be enclosed with the report.

the Investigation report should contain the gist of allegations, gist of investigation conducted,

evidence, role of suspect officer, explanation, if any given by the suspect officer, and evaluation

of evidence and conclusion.

Action on Investigation Report
Disciplinary authority examines the report.

it ensures that the conclusion flows from the evidence.

it determines the extent of responsibility of the suspect officer.

it decides whether the case should be dropped or Departmental proceedings are to be initiated.

it decides whether the proceedings should be for major penalty or minor penalty.

it also decides whether the suspect officer is to be placed under suspension.

H.K.Beniwal, Dy. Secretary, CVC


